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This Letter reports phase diagrams quantifying and contrasting the dynamical performance of the
paradigmatic piecewise-linear and cubic circuits of Chua. Although both circuits may be regarded
as macroscopically isomorphic over wide regions in control parameter space, we show that their
microscopic structure displays a myriad of rather distinctive intrinsic features making them unique.
Inhomogeneities embedded in periodic and chaotic phases complicate some applications of the circuits
but may also adequately act as realistic noise proxies in synchronization problems. In addition, infinite
cascades of spirals and hubs observed experimentally very recently in a related dissipative flow are
shown to be also present in both circuits of Chua, emerging however in a rather distinctive asymmetric
way. Thus Chua’s circuits may be used to study experimentally elusive and theoretically intricate
phenomena generating periodicity hubs.

© 2010 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
1. Introduction

The paradigmatic circuit of Chua has been continuously at the
forefront of research during the last 25 years as a fruitful test-
ground for theoretical and experimental advancements in non-
linear dynamics which now fill several books [1–5] and many
articles, e.g. [6–14]. Quite recently, this circuit has allowed the
experimental observation of novel complex structures and phe-
nomena in parameter space, like the so-called “shrimps” [15–18]
which were observed both isolated [19,20] or, in a slightly dif-
ferent setup, forming infinite spirals connected to certain remark-
able “periodicity hubs” [21,22,14,23]. The popularity of Chua’s cir-
cuit is enhanced by the great reliability of electronic circuits and
the excellent agreement normally found between measured and
predicted behaviors. In fact, this characteristic of circuits allows
one to probe novel devices and theories with very high accuracy
[21–24].

According to a widespread opinion held about Chua’s circuit
(Fig. 1), both piecewise-linear and cubic circuits display dynami-
cal behaviors which are “similar” [1–5]. Such similarities are usu-
ally elicited by comparing relevant dynamical quantities for a few
selected parameters or, sometimes, by comparing bifurcation di-
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agrams along specific sections of the control parameter space.
However, some applications, e.g. synchronization of networks of
identical and non-identical circuits, require a much more specific
assessment of the degree of similarity of its constituents. Thus,
synchronization of a large number of Chua’s circuit leads one to
ask the question whose answer is the focal point of this work: how
quantitatively similar is the dynamical performance of circuits with
piecewise-linear and cubic nonlinearities? In other words, how
complete is the operational isomorphism of this pair of circuits?
Could eventual differences in behavior act as realistic proxies for
the ubiquitous noise seen in real-world systems? These are the
question that we address here.

To quantify how similar both circuits behave we computed nu-
merically high-resolution phase diagrams over extended parameter
ranges (see Figs. 2–5 below). Synthetically, the general conclusion
is that although on a coarse-grained scale both nonlinearities may
be regarded as macroscopically isomorphic over wide regions in
control space independently of the parameters tuned, their micro-
scopic structure displays rather distinctive features.

For instance, while Chua’s circuit contains periodicity hubs sim-
ilar to the ones reported recently in lasers and other systems [14,
23–27], hubs in Chua’s circuit present asymmetries and peculiar-
ities which distinguishes them from everything seen so far (see
below). A plethora of microscopic inhomogeneities between peri-
odic and chaotic phases poses a number of challenges to efficient
applications.
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Fig. 1. The basic circuit leading to Eqs. (1a)–(1c), containing three control parameters α = C2/C1, β = R2C2/L and γ , defined as a function of the four linear elements C1,
C2, L, and R in which the third parameter depends on the linear resistor r0 in series with the inductor (γ = Rr0C2/L).
The aim of this work is to contrast the control parameter space
of Chua’s circuits with piecewise-linear and cubic nonlinearities.
The main messages here are (i) that the widespread “equivalence”
of both circuits is in fact not valid and their dynamical behavior
needs to be carefully asserted for each specific application, and
(ii) that the phase diagrams of both circuits display a rather rich
structure, with many features which are not yet understood the-
oretically. Before starting, let us mention that there has been a
number of recent investigations concerning the parameter space of
both flavors of Chua’s circuit, cubic and piecewise-linear [7–14], in
particular concerning the identification of period-adding cascades
in them [11,13].

2. The nonlinear circuits

As schematically shown in Fig. 1, Chua’s circuit contains five
linear elements (two capacitors, one inductor, and two resistors)
and a nonlinear element, the so-called Chua’s diode (NR ), playing
the role of a negative resistor, and which normally contains two
additional parameters [1–5]. In dimensionless form, the circuit is
governed by the equations [6]:

dx

dt
= α

(
y − x − f (x)

)
, (1a)

dy

dt
= x − y + z, (1b)

dz

dt
= −β y − γ z, (1c)

where f (x) stands for the nonlinearity and, in terms of the basic
reactances, the three basic control parameters are

α = C2

C1
, β = R2C2

L
, γ = Rr0C2

L
. (2)

Originally [28], the function f (x) was taken as

f (x) = bx + 1

2
(a − b)

(|x + 1| − (|x − 1|)), (3)

where a and b are free parameters controlling the diode NR . But
a popular variant involves replacing this piecewise-linear function
by diode with a smooth cubic characteristic [6]

f (x) = âx3 + b̂x, (4)

where â and b̂ are free parameters. This cubic preserves the odd-
symmetric character of the original piecewise function. The dy-
namical behavior of the piecewise-linear variant has been studied
extensively and found not to capture correctly all features of a
real circuit [29]. The main relevance of the cubic nonlinearity is
that nonlinear devices are always smooth in real circuits [6]. Sev-
eral works dealt with a smooth nonlinearity in Chua’s oscillator
[30–32]. The cubic nonlinearity has been implemented experimen-
tally [29] and widely studied. For a comprehensive survey see
Tsuneda [6].

To compare the performance of both circuits one first needs to
ensure that they operate as identically as possible. To this end, we
maximize the identity of the nonlinearities f (x) above by suitably
selecting the parameters â and b̂ of the cubic to match a given
pair (a,b). This is done by a least-square fit of the cubic to the
piecewise linear function over an interval of approximation [−d,d],
a procedure which produces a parameter “bridge” among both cir-
cuits [6,33,34]:

â = −35
(
d2 − 1

)2
(a − b)/

(
16d7), (5a)

b̂ = b + (
45d4 − 50d2 + 21

)
(a − b)/

(
16d5). (5b)

Following previous workers [2], we fix a = −8/7 � −1.1428, b =
−5/7 � −0.7142, and d = 2 a choice that gives â = 0.0659 and
b̂ = −1.1671.

3. Phase diagrams

We start now by illustrating how changes in the reactances
affect solutions and stability of both circuits by computing and
comparing Lyapunov phase diagrams [14] for them. Of particular
interest is to compare changes in shape and volume of both peri-
odic and chaotic phases and, more importantly, the details of their
inner structure.

Fig. 2 shows phase diagrams illustrating relevant portions of the
α × γ parameter plane for each circuit, a plane containing partic-
ularly rich mixture of periodicity and chaotic phases. As indicated
by the color scales, gray shadings signal parameter regions charac-
terized by periodic solutions (negative Lyapunov exponents), while
colors always mark chaotic phases (positive exponents). The bluish
coloration in Fig. 2(a) represents the piecewise linear circuit while
the greenish hue is used for the cubic nonlinearity. Each panel
in our figures displays 1200 × 1200 = 1.44 × 106 Lyapunov expo-
nents. The large pink domains indicate parameters for which most
initial conditions lead to unbounded solutions. Fig. 2 was com-
puted for β = 1000 and presents “asymptotic” phase diagrams, in
the sense that they essentially remain invariant when β is further
increased. The basic structure in both panels of Fig. 2 show that
while the overall coarse-grained distribution of chaos and period-
icity in Fig. 2 looks similar at first sight, their precise distribution
has a large number of small differences that are hard to summa-
rize efficiently with words.

Fig. 3 illustrates parameter isomorphism when tuning β from
10 to 100, i.e. when moving from the low β region to the asymp-
totic limits shown in Fig. 2. Again, while there is an overall agree-
ment of the dynamics observed for both circuits when increas-
ing β , the phase diagrams are not identical. In lose words, while it
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Fig. 2. (Color online.) Parameter space isomorphism between the piecewise linear (top) and cubic (bottom) circuits. The global structure is quite similar and the magnitude
of the Lyapunov exponents is almost identical. Here β = 1000.
is possible to argue the existence of a “macroscopic” isomorphism,
microscopically the phase space structure is different. The impact
of such differences depends on the application intended for the
circuits. For instance, arrays of coupled circuits have their asymp-
totic dynamical behavior strongly influence by the precise struc-
ture of the individual oscillators. In this sense, although complicat-
ing some applications of the circuits, inhomogeneities embedded
in the periodic and/or chaotic phases also act quite conveniently
as noise proxies in the stabilization of the synchronization proper-
ties of large networks of oscillators [35].

Fig. 4 compares three parameter regions where one sees partic-
ularly intricate behaviors. The leftmost panels illustrate the pres-
ence of spirals and periodicity hubs which are typically observed
for low values of the parameters, in the present case for β = 10.
Such hubs were recently found to organize the stable dynamics
into a regular alternation of periodic and chaotic phases over large
portions of parameter space [7,8,14,23]. Although the global views
of parameter space presented in Figs. 2 and 3 were selected to
enhance similarities, there is obviously no exact correspondence
among the parameter domains shown. In contrast, in Fig. 4 we
compare the structure of identical parameter windows for both
circuits. While the complicated alternation of stable chaos and pe-
riodicity seen in the middle panels of Fig. 4 defies any attempt of
describing them with words, requiring pictures to describe the sit-
uation, the regular organization present in the rightmost panel is
considerably more tame. In fact, at first sight the phase diagram in
Fig. 4(c) might seem relatively similar to the one in Fig. 4(f). How-
ever, that this is not the case is illustrated in Fig. 5 which shows
a rather different distribution of dark islands of regular oscillations
embedded in the colored chaotic phases.

In connection with the hubs illustrated in Figs. 4(a) and 4(d),
we point out that incomplete homoclinic scenarios were recently
measured ground-breaking experimental studies by Al-Naimee
et al. [36,37] in a semiconductor laser with optoelectronic feed-
back. Subsequently, such laser system was found [26] to contain
cascades of spirals of stable oscillations and hubs which look iden-
tical to the familiar ones observed when in presence of complete
homoclinic scenarios. This all means that hubs like the ones in
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Fig. 3. (Color online.) Low β isomorphism between phase diagrams for the piecewise-linear (top row) and cubic (bottom row) circuits for β = 10,50,100, from left to right.
Although stretched over extended parameter regions, as β varies the overall trend of the circuits remains essentially the same. The leftmost column displays periodicity hubs,
shown magnified in Fig. 4. Each panel displays 1200 × 1200 Lyapunov exponents.

Fig. 4. (Color online.) Finer details of the phase diagrams for the piecewise-linear circuit (top row) and the cubic circuit (bottom row). The leftmost panels show periodicity
hubs [7,8,14,23] for β = 10 while the other panels are for β = 1000. Note the abundance of multistability, particularly easy to recognize in the middle column panels. The
white boxes in the rightmost panels are shown magnified in Fig. 5.
Figs. 4(a) and 4(d) could be far more general then theoretically
presumed so far, being not necessarily limited by the dynam-
ics usually attributed to Shilnikov’s theorem. This fact opens the
possibility of using Chua’s circuit to measure complex distribu-
tions of oscillations and addressing their nature, Shilnikov or non-
Shilnikov.
4. Conclusions and outlook

In summary, comparison of the parameter space topology be-
tween the piecewise-linear and cubic circuits reveals a number of
similarities, an isomorphism, only when regarded on a relatively
coarse scale. As exemplified by Fig. 5, the microscopic structure
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Fig. 5. (Color online.) Enlargements of the white boxes in Figs. 4(c) and 4(f) illustrating significant differences of the periodic phases. The cubic circuit displays a cascade
of “xiphopagus shrimps” not present in the piecewise-linear circuit. Differences in colors reflect the fact that the color scale of each panel is not fixed but renormalized
according the local minimum and maximum Lyapunov exponents. Each panel displays 2400 × 2400 exponents.
of both circuits displays a myriad of quite distinctive intrinsic fea-
tures which make them individually rather unique. Since measure-
ments with Chua’s circuit are not difficult to carry out [1–3], it
would be interesting to check how faithfully experimental phase
diagrams reproduce the distribution of periodic and chaotic phases
reported here. Of particular interest is to check whether or not
the cascade of “conjoined twin shrimps” in Fig. 5(b) could be at-
tributed to slight differences among the nonlinearities of both cir-
cuits.

One important result discussed here is the unequivocal pres-
ence of periodicity hubs and spirals in both the piecewise-linear
and the cubic circuits. This means that by suitably tuning parame-
ters along spirals, each one characterized by oscillations with spe-
cific waveforms, one may navigate towards hubs, focal accumula-
tion points. At such remarkable focal point in parameter space it is
possible to commute from an incoming to an outgoing spiral in an
infinite number of ways, each spiral corresponding to a characteristic
family of stable oscillations, periodic or not [see Fig. 4(a) and (d)].
Incidentally, the study of hubs and spirals sheds additional light
on the parameter space structure related with period-adding cas-
cades associated with them, e.g. in semiconductor lasers subjected
to optical injection [38,25,26], chemical reactions [39], and other
dissipative flows, piecewise-linear or not [23,14]. For recent de-
velopments about the complexities connected with period-adding
cascades in Chua’s circuit see the interesting contributions by Al-
buquerque and coworkers [11,13].

Theoretically, there is an enticing novel twist connected with
our present investigation that deserves attention. In certain sit-
uations, hubs are known to be directly linked to Shilnikov’s ho-
moclinic scenario [14,40–48]. However, the possibility of non-
Shilnikov scenarios has been illustrated recently for a semiconduc-
tor laser with optoelectronic feedback [26]. At present, it is yet
totally unclear whether or not hubs exist in more general setups
and how to anticipate their existence. This fact was a strong mo-
tivation for our work: to reveal promising scenarios to probe the
dynamics observed around hubs. There is no theory to predict the
presence of periodicity hubs and only numerical or experimen-
tal work is presently capable of detecting them. We remark that
while it is very tempting to associate periodicity hubs with homo-
clinic orbits and a theorem by Shilnikov, numerical work shows
hubs and spirals not to exist in typical flows that are textbook
examples of the Shilnikov setup [23,26]. This means that under
Shilnikov conditions, hubs can either exist or not. The discov-
ery of hubs in Chua’s circuit is thus an enticing novel twist that
may be now used to study the elusive and theoretically com-
plex phenomena responsible for their genesis. As illustrated by
our phase diagrams, the parameter space of both circuits contains
a plethora of intricate features whose detailed origin and global
unfolding is a big challenge that remains to be accounted for the-
oretically.
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